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Introduction 

 

Tired and wounded, the prince enters the chamber and approaches the bed. On it, asleep, lies 

the most beautiful golden haired princess, and when the prince‟s lips gently touch hers, her 

eyes open. ... A loud cry is heard over the din of the battle, and an armoured knight, smaller 

than the others, bursts forward. The steel of her sword is reflected in the hardness of her eyes 

as she wreaks a path of destruction through her enemies. ... The place is eerily quiet, and 

shivers crawl down their spines as they carefully enter yet another room. A beautiful and 

strangely alluring woman sits on an ornate throne, facing them, and a smile plays on her lips. 

They approach her in a daze, as the weaves of her spells silently ensnare them... These are all 

some brief descriptions of female characters that readers are likely to encounter when reading 

fairytales or fantasy stories (naturally there are others as well, such as the matron, the 

crone/witch, the evil step-mother etc.). Just like their male counterparts, these characters are 

the foundation upon which the entire story rests, and if an author is not ingenious in adding 

new quirks and characteristics, as a reader it is easy to feel that you are being shown the same 

one-dimensional character over and over again.  

This essay will analyze different female stereotypes in fantasy and fairytales, and examine 

them in terms of passive and active roles. The focus will be on different themes that show 

either an active or a passive character; as well as presenting a brief summary of the history of 

fantastic stories and fairytales. The main bulk of the essay will be divided into three chapters, 

one concerning the background and history of fantasy fiction and fairytales, one for the 

passive themes and characters, and one for the more active ones. Each chapter will also be 

divided into two subchapters, in order to make it easier to keep the themes apart. The texts 

that will be analyzed in this essay are (with characters within brackets): 

 The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers & The Return of 

the King (Arwen, Galadriel, Éowyn)  

 The Enchanted Forest Chronicles: Dealing With Dragons (Cimorene) 

 Song of the Lioness: Alanna – The First Adventure, In the Hand of the Goddess, The 

Woman Who Rides Like a Man & Lioness Rampant (Alanna) 

 The Völsunga saga (Brynhild) 

 Sleeping Beauty (Sleeping Beauty) 
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1. A brief history of fantasy and fairy tales 

 

Fantasy fiction as we know it today is a relatively new genre, but the elements upon which it 

builds go back several centuries. For as long as there has been some form of writing there has 

been some form of fantasy fiction, and even before that people would sit around their fires 

and tell each other fantastic tales of heroes and monsters. The oldest written stories go back to 

ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, for example the Shipwrecked Sailor from ca. 2200 BC,
1
 and 

the Epic of Gilgamesh from ca. 2000 BC.
2
 The Mesopotamian epic is a good example of the 

way that story and history merged to form legends (according to the list of Sumerian kings 

Gilgamesh lived ca. 2600 BC and ruled for 126 years)
3
; this was a way to remember historical 

events, and as the songs and tales were retold new things were added to create fantastical 

epics. Another example of this is Homer‟s Iliad and Odyssey (ca. 750 BC), dealing with the 

battle of Troy and Odyssey‟s journey home to Ithaca (Odyssey‟s search for his home is a 

theme that has been expanded to include many kinds of searches, and it is often used in older 

as well as contemporary fantasy).
4
  

Simply put, fantasy as we know it today is a blend of different sources, two of which are 

the fairytale and the heroic epic. The fairytale will be more closely examined subsequently, 

but stated briefly it derives from folk tales, or what people commonly call “old wives‟ tales”, 

and they are often seen as a more “gentle” form of fantasy, with princes, princesses and 

happily-ever-afters. The heroic epic is more based on the songs men sung around their camp 

fires before going into battle or out hunting, about heroes and monsters, honour and pride.
5
 

One brilliant example of this is the Anglo-Saxon Beowulf (ca. 800 AD), which was created 

when the written story narrative of the Ancient and Classical eras had mostly reverted back to 

the oral form most commonly used in the Middle Ages.
6
  

During medieval time a form of fantasy was created that would have a great influence on 

many of the modern writers that have shaped contemporary fiction. This was called “chivalric 

                                                           
1
 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy. (London: Carlton Books, 2006) 9. 

2
 Stephanie Dalley. Myths from Mesopotamia: Creation, the Flood, Gilgamesh, and Others. (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1998) 41-42. 
3
 University of Oxford; Faculty of Oriental Study. “The Sumerian King list.” Ed. Black, J. A., Cunningham, G., 

Flückiger-Hawker, E., Robson, E., Taylor, J. & Zólyomi, G. The Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature. 

(19 Dec. 2006). Online. Internet. 24 Nov. 2008. <http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/etcsl.cgi?text=t.2.1.1#> 

< http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/etcsl.cgi?text=t.2.1.1#> 
4
 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy.10. 

5
 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy.8. 

6
 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy.10. 

http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/etcsl.cgi?text=t.2.1.1#
http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/etcsl.cgi?text=t.2.1.1#
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romance”, and it created three great cycles that to a certain degree all helped to influence the 

writings which followed. In the 12
th

 century the French poet Jean Bodel named the cycles “the 

Matter of Britain, the Matter of France and the Matter of Rome”. Chief among these, based on 

its influence on contemporary fantasy, is “the Matter of Britain”, which among other stories 

deals with the Arthurian legends of Camelot, the Holy Grail, King Arthur and the wizard 

Merlin. “The Matter of France”, also called the Carolingian cycle, deals with Charlemagne 

and his paladins and the many feats they perform, most well-known of which is Roland from 

Chanson de Roland.
7
 The last, “the Matter of Rome”, is about the Greek and Roman 

mythologies as well as episodes and characters from antique history, retold in the chivalric 

manner and imbued with romance ideas and ideals.
8
  

The Arthurian legends especially have a strong connection to Christian traditions, and the 

technique of including old mythologies and religions into a story is nearly always present in 

fantasy, whether new or old. Apart from the Judaeo-Christian traditions, writers have looked 

for inspiration all over the world: the ancient civilizations of Greece, Egypt and Mesopotamia, 

the Celtic cultures, the Old Norse myths, and stories from the Middle East, Asia, and Africa.
9
  

The chivalric romance went out of fashion when the Age of Reason and Enlightenment 

began in the 17
th

 century, and it was not until the beginning of the 20
th

 century that the fantasy 

fiction we read today began to emerge. It was mainly possible due to the pulp magazines, 

cheap magazines which featured short novels and stories by such (later on) influential writers 

as Arthur Conan Doyle, Henry Rider Haggard, Rudyard Kipling, Robert Louis Stevenson, 

Robert E. Howard, Mark Twain, H. P. Lovecraft and Lord Dunsany.
10

 

The great “fantasy boom” is said to have happened in the summer of 1965, when an 

unauthorized pirated paperback edition of J. R. R Tolkien‟s The Lord of the Rings was 

released in America by Ace Books. This angered Tolkien so much that he gave the U.S. 

publishing rights to Ballantine Books, which came out with their own revised edition of the 

novel a few months later.
11

 By the end of 1966 the book had sold over a million copies, 

causing a monumental new interest in fantasy, and because of this fact, Tolkien is often 

considered the “father” of modern fantasy. 

                                                           
7
 “Matter of France.” Wikipedia. Online. Internet. 24 Nov. 2008.  

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matter_of_France> 
8
 ”Matter of Rome”. Wikipedia. Online. Internet. 24 Nov. 2008.  

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matter_of_Rome> 
9
 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy. 8-9. 

10
 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy. 12. 

11
 ”Ace Books”. Wikipedia. Online. Internet. 24 Nov. 2008.  

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ace_Books> 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matter_of_France
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matter_of_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ace_Books
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When the chivalric romance was replaced by more realistic fiction, there were still some 

kinds of fantasy that were able to flourish, and one of these was the fairytale. As mentioned 

previously, fairytales are the successors of the folk and “wonder” tales, but there is a clear 

distinction between the two: folk tales have in all probability existed for as long as Man has 

had words to tell them, while fairytales are written stories, often created or compiled by an 

author we can put a name on. There are some examples of fairytales having been written 

down in Classical or medieval times, but it cannot be said to have truly begun until the Italian 

Renaissance. Examples of these fairytale compilations are The Pentamerone by Giambattista 

Basile and Le piacevoli notti by Giovanni Francesco Straparola. After this came the highly 

influential French authors of the late 17
th

 century. It was then that the stories got their name, 

“fairytales”, from Marie-Catherine d-Aulnoy‟s Les Contes des Fées. Another very famous 

author was Charles Perrault, who borrowed many of his stories from the earlier Basile and 

Straparola and compiled them into his Histoires ou contes du temps passé (in England called 

Mother Goose Tales). These tales became high-fashion in France and were read aloud as 

entertainment in the salons of Paris.
12

  

The next great stage in the history of the fairytales came a hundred years later, in the 19
th

 

century, when the brothers Wilhelm and Jakob Grimm set out to gather German folktales. It is 

from their compiled work that fairy tales such as Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, 

Rapunzel and Hansel and Gretel have become widespread. Other authors were inspired by the 

tales that the German brothers uncovered, and they endeavoured to write their own fairy tales. 

The most famous among these was the Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen, who wrote 

such tales as The Little Mermaid, The Ugly Duckling and The Emperor’s New Clothes.
13

 

In light of this history, it is sufficient to say that the fantasy we read today has a great 

legacy to live up to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
12

 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy. 20. 
13

 David Pringle. The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy. 20. 
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2. Passive and beautiful 

 

This chapter will deal with the passive woman‟s role in fantastical literature, where, even 

though she may be cast as the protagonist, she performs little or nothing of relevance to the 

story, apart from being a convenient, beautiful „damsel in distress‟ for the male character to 

win or rescue. 

 

2.1 Captivating sleep 

 

Sleep is a natural part of the lives of all living creatures. Despite this, it is seldom that sleep is 

actually portrayed as a part of literature, unless it is a vital plot contrivance. When sleep is 

portrayed, it is often a magically or supernaturally enhanced sleep, so as to elevate it above 

and separate it from natural sleep which has the purpose of providing rest and invigoration. 

The supernatural sleep has other purposes, most often serving as some form of captivity or 

punishment for the person affected by it. It can also be noted that the people most often put 

under this form of sleep are women, most likely due to the fact that sleep is a passive state of 

being that traditionally is most often associated with women. In this subchapter two different 

stories containing this captivating sleep will be analyzed: the well-known fairytale Sleeping 

Beauty and the epic-historic tale the Völsunga saga.  

At least four different versions exist of the Sleeping Beauty-fairytale, five if one is to 

include the animated film by Walt Disney from 1959, which was based on Charles Perrault‟s 

version as well as that of the Grimm Brothers‟. The different versions are The Ninth Captain’s 

Tale (from now on referred to as NCT) from 1001 Nights, Sun, Moon and Talia (SMT) by 

Giambattista Basile, The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood (SBW) by Charles Perrault and Little 

Brier-Rose (LBR) by Wilhelm and Jakob Grimm.
14

   

The stories all share the element of the princess falling into an enchanted sleep and being 

rescued by a prince, but otherwise several elements separate them. In NCT and SMT the 

princess falls asleep because she gets a sliver of flax lodged underneath her fingernail, while 

in SBW and LBR it is the spindle itself that she pricks her finger on. There is no exact 

explanation in NCT and SMT as to why the flax affects the girl in such a way; in NCT it is 

because she is so delicate and sensitive that even the smell of flax could kill her, and in SMT 

the event is predicted by the king‟s astrologers. In SBW and LBR the princess is cursed to 

                                                           
14

 University of Pittsburgh. Ed. and trans. D. L. Ashliman. Sleeping Beauty. (14 Nov. 2005). Online. Internet. 11 

Dec. 2008. <http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/type0410.html#grimm> 

http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/type0410.html#grimm
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death by an evil fairy (the 8
th

 or 13
th

 fairy respectively) at the celebration of her birth. This is 

then changed into an enchanted 100-year long sleep by one of the good fairies. This 

enchanted sleep also affects the other inhabitants of the castle. In both of these versions a 

thick hedge of thorns and briars grow up around the castle, alternatively so many trees and 

bushes as to form a hedge, and in LBR all princes that try to get through it become stuck on 

the thorns and die. After a hundred years a prince finally comes and frees the castle from the 

curse and marries the princess. Little Brier-Rose ends here, but its twin The Sleeping Beauty 

in the Wood continues, very closely resembling the story in Sun, Moon and Talia. Once the 

prince has found his princess, he has two children by her (called Sun and Moon in SMT and 

Morning and Day in SBW). In SMT the children are conceived and born while the princess is 

still asleep, and it is one of them that eventually awaken her by pulling out the splinter of flax 

while suckling for milk. 

In neither SMT nor SBW do the princess and her children come to the prince‟s castle 

directly, in the former because he is already married to another woman, and in the latter 

because his mother, the queen, is an ogress with an insatiable appetite for children. The queen 

finds out about the princess and the children, either by the treachery of the prince‟s secretary 

or because the family finally come to the castle, and in both versions she plans to take revenge 

on her husband/son by killing and eating his children and wife (in SMT the meat is intended 

for the king). She is hindered in this by a brave and deceptive cook who serves roast lamb and 

venison instead. In SMT the queen plans to burn the princess on a great fire in the courtyard, 

and in SBW she finds out that she has been fooled and decides to throw the princess, children 

and the cook and his family into a large pot filled with reptiles. In both cases the prince/king 

returns just in time, and the queen is punished with death for her evil plans. 

NCT is the one story that differs most from the others, the only similarities being the 

splinter of flax and the enchanted sleep. Otherwise the story is about the sultan‟s son falling in 

love with a beautiful girl, and in order to get her it is arranged, with the aid of an old woman, 

that the girl will be stung by a sliver of flax and fall into a fake death. The old woman then 

convinces the girl‟s parents to place her body in a pavilion in the river rather than bury her in 

the ground, and when this is done the prince goes there and wakes her up. After having spent 

40 days and nights together the prince must leave, but on the road back to his home he is three 

times overcome with longing for the girl‟s beauty and returns to her. When he leaves for the 

last time, the girl becomes curious about where it is he is going to and decides to follow. In 

doing so she is spotted by the prince, and he tells her that because of what she has done they 
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can never be together again (similar to the Tale of Eros and Psyche
15

). Distressed, the girl 

finds a magical ring lying in the grass, and makes two wishes: to have a palace next to the 

prince‟s own, and to be even more beautiful than she already is. This is granted, and when the 

prince sees her next time, without recognizing her, he falls in love and begs for his mother to 

ask the girl to marry him. The mother brings precious gifts to the girl, which the latter scorns, 

and finally declares that the only way for her to accept the prince‟s hand in marriage is if he 

feigns death. The prince complies with this, and when the girl sees what he would go through 

to have her, she agrees to marry him. As with all the other Sleeping Beauty-tales, they live 

happily ever after.
16

 

The sleep in these tales can, when analyzed, have a wealth of underlying meaning. Seen in 

the light of the evil fairy‟s curse (although sleep not being her intention) it is a punishment. 

Why it is bestowed upon an innocent child who on its own has done nothing to harm the fairy 

is impossible to say, unless it is, as the story says, a way to punish the parents for not inviting 

her to the celebration. The sleep can also be seen as a girl‟s journey into womanhood, and it is 

this standpoint that Freudian psychoanalysists have taken. One of the most famous ones in 

this field is Bruno Bettelheim, author of The Uses of Enchantment: the Meaning and 

Importance of Fairy Tales, in which he focused on explaining well-known fairytales in 

Freudian terms. In the case of Sleeping Beauty, he focused upon the story as a metaphor for 

sexual maturation. Therefore, according to Bettelheim, the enchanted sleep is the adolescent 

girl‟s waiting for sexual fulfilment. He also states that this 100-year long sleep is unnatural 

and unhealthy, because the princess does not grow old or change in any way, and it must be 

broken by her awakening, by her changing from a girl into a woman. Her passivity is also 

focused on in this sexualized view of the story. Because she is asleep, she is unable to actively 

pursue a prince even if she would so desire.
17

  

Regardless of which version of the story one chooses to read, the princess is always a 

passive character (with the possible exception of the girl Sittukhan‟s scheming in NCT). Even 

though she pricks her own finger, it is the curse placed upon her which makes her do it. She is 

asleep for a hundred years, and it is only by the actions of some other person (the prince or 

her child) that she is awakened. There is no mention of her ever complaining about not being 

allowed to come and live with the prince in his castle, and when the evil queen plans to 

                                                           
15

 “Myths and Legends: Differences between Mythology and Legends”. About.com. Online. Internet. 19 Jan. 

2009. < http://ancienthistory.about.com/cs/grecoromanmyth1/a/mythslegends_4.htm> 
16

 University of Pittsburgh. Ed. and trans. D. L. Ashliman. Sleeping Beauty. (14 Nov. 2005). Online. Internet. 11 

Dec. 2008. <http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/type0410.html#grimm> 
17

 Bruno Bettelheim. The Uses of Enchantment: the Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales. (New York: 

Vintage Books, 1975) 232. 

http://ancienthistory.about.com/cs/grecoromanmyth1/a/mythslegends_4.htm
http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/type0410.html#grimm
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murder her and her children, she does nothing to save herself and is only rescued because of 

the brave cook. In short, the Sleeping Beauty is an example of the passive-female stereotype.  

The Völsunga saga was composed in Iceland some time during the late 13
th

 century by an 

unknown author, but the story draws heavily on older tales, especially the work known as the 

Poetic Edda.
18

 It tells the tale of the clan of the Volsungs, their deeds and final fall, and the 

most prominent part is the tale of Sigurd Fafnir‟s-bane. An important element is the 

complicated relationship between Sigurd and his beloved, the Valkyrie Brynhild. It is she that 

is the Sleeping Beauty of this tale, and here both the themes of the enchanted sleep and the 

encircling hedge of thorns are repeated. After having slain the dragon Fafnir and his foster-

father Regin, Sigurd sets out to find the sleeping Brynhild, renowned for her wisdom. While 

riding, he sees a tower hung with shields all over it: 

  

Into the castle went Sigurd, and saw one lying there asleep, and all-armed. Therewith he 

takes the helm from off the head of him, and sees that it is no man, but a woman; and she 

was clad in a byrny as closely set on her as though it had grown to her flesh; so he rent it 

from the collar downwards; and then the sleeves thereof, and ever the sword bit on it as if 

it were cloth. Then said Sigurd that over-long had she lain asleep […]
19

 

 

Brynhild tells him the reason for her enchanted sleep. She is a human princess, the daughter 

of king Buðli, but also a Valkyrie, women that decided who would be victorious in battle and 

choosers of the most heroic among the dead to go to Valhalla. In one battle she went against 

the wishes of Odin, making it so that his favoured lost, and because of that the God stung her 

with a „sleep-thorn‟, putting her into a sleep she could not break on her own. He also said that 

she would never again be victorious in battle, and that she would give up the sword and 

marry; to this she vowed that she would never marry a man who knew fear. The shield-

maiden teaches Sigurd many secrets and magical runes, and in turn he promises to return and 

marry her. Because of betrayal and magical potions, Sigurd is made to forget about Brynhild, 

and so it happens that he agrees to help his friend Gunnar to win Brynhild‟s hand. She has 

proclaimed that she will not marry any man who cannot pass through a wall of flames that 

encircles her tower. Gunnar is unable to do this, so Sigurd, disguised to look like the other 

                                                           
18

 The Online Medieval and Classical Library. Ed. Douglas B. Killings. The Story of the Volsungs (Volsunga 

Saga) with Excerpts from the Poetic Edda. (May 1997). Online. Internet. 12 Dec. 2008. 

<http://omacl.org/Volsunga/> 
19

 The Online Medieval and Classical Library. Ed. Douglas B. Killings. Chapter XX: Of Sigurd’s Meeting with 

Brynhild on the Mountain. (May 1997). Online. Internet. 12 Dec. 2008. 

<http://omacl.org/Volsunga/chapter20.html> 

http://omacl.org/Volsunga
http://omacl.org/Volsunga/chapter20.html
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man, goes in his stead. Brynhild ends up marrying Gunnar, but after a time finds out about the 

deception, and the story ends with both Sigurd and Brynhild being dead, all due to love and 

pride.
20

 

In this story it is clear that the enchanted sleep is a kind of punishment for disobeying the 

orders of Odin. In that sense, it is impossible for Brynhild to be released from her captivity 

without a rescuer, here taking the form of Sigurd. Even though Brynhild in every way is a 

most capable woman, she still has to be rescued by someone else, reducing the value of her 

own actions. The other theme of the Sleeping Beauty- fairytale apparent here is the ring of fire 

that encircles Brynhild‟s tower, reminiscent of the hedge of thorns that kept away the princes 

from the enchanted princess. 

It is interesting to note that in this story there are actually three instances of Brynhild being 

awakened or rescued by Sigurd, the third being when she has found out about the betrayal and 

refuses to leave her room. “Then Sigurd went out, and found the door of Brynhild's chamber 

open; he deemed she slept, and drew the clothes from off her, and said – „Awake, Brynhild! 

The sun shineth now over all the house, and thou hast slept enough; cast off grief from thee, 

and take up gladness!‟”
21

 Over the years researchers have been confounded because of the 

repeated use of the enchanted sleep-motif. The theory most often agreed upon is that the 

author of the saga has combined two different women from different parts of the story into 

one. In the Edda, the sleeping mail-clad woman that Sigurd encounters when he first comes to 

the castle is referred to as Sigrdrifa, while the woman he finds after passing through the ring 

of fire is called Brynhild. It has been assumed that the creation of only one woman, Brynhild, 

in the Völsunga Saga, has been an attempt to simplify the story. However, in more recent 

years it has been proposed that it is actually an error of translation that forms the basis for this 

problem. Sigrdrífa means “victory-bringer”, and the new theory is that it is simply an epithet 

used for Brynhild, not a proper name for an entirely different woman.
22

 The verse in which 

the confusion first appears is the 44
th

 of Fafnismol: 

44. "Knáttu, mögr, séa | mey und hjalmi,  

þá er frá vígi | Vingskorni reið;  

                                                           
20

 The Online Medieval and Classical Library. Ed. Douglas B. Killings. The Story of the Volsungs (Volsunga 

Saga) with Excerpts from the Poetic Edda. (May 1997). Online. Internet. 12 Dec. 2008. 

<http://omacl.org/Volsunga/> 
21

 The Online Medieval and Classical Library. Ed. Douglas B. Killings. Chapter XXIX: Of Brynhild’s great Grief 

and Mourning. (May 1997). Online. Internet. 12 Dec. 2008. <http://omacl.org/Volsunga/chapter29.html> 
22

 Internet Sacred Text Archive. Ed. John Bruno Hare. The Poetic Edda: Fafnismol. (2008). Online. Internet. 12 

Dec 2008. < http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/poe/poe24.htm> 

http://omacl.org/Volsunga
http://omacl.org/Volsunga/chapter29.html
http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/poe/poe24.htm
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má-at Sigrdrífar | svefni bregða  

skjöldunga niðr | fyr sköpum norna."
23

 

Translated: 

44. "There mayst thou behold | the maiden helmed, 

Who forth on Vingskornir | rode from the fight; 

The victory-bringer | her sleep shall break not, 

Thou heroes' son, | so the Norns have set." 

Regardless of the debate concerning how many women the story actually deals with, 

Brynhild in the Völsunga Saga is an interesting character. The way she is described is 

completely different from the original Sleeping Beauty. She is several times described as 

being very wise, and knowledgeable in the secrets of the runes. In her role as a Valkyrie she is 

also a most active character, wearing a byrny, helm and sword and participating in battles to 

her heart‟s desire. When she finds out that she has been betrayed by the man she loves she is 

not late to enact a proper revenge. In every aspect she is far from the near incapacitated 

princess who would not raise a finger even to save her own life. This proves that even though 

one might be passive to begin with, it does not need to be a constant state of being.   

2.2 A beautiful prize 

Appearance and beauty. Those aspects have been integral parts of a person since the 

beginning of time, and especially so for women. While men may be praised for their great 

courage or wisdom, women have most often become famous for possessing great beauty. Fair 

Helen of Sparta and Troy, whose “face launched a thousand ships”, caused the Trojan War 

because of her beauty. Cleopatra, pharaoh of Egypt, managed to snare two of the Roman 

Empire‟s greatest men, Julius Caesar and Marc Anthony, because of her beauty and charm 

(although how beautiful she actually was has been debated). Cleopatra‟s fellow country-

woman Nefertiti, wife of the pharaoh Akhenaton, is often referred to as “the most beautiful 

woman in the world”, and the iconic bust of her found by Ludwig Borchardt helped to change 

the view of feminine beauty during the 20
th

 century. The list can continue to infinity, but it is 

sufficient to say that women and beauty seem to go hand in hand. Because of this, literary 

female characters are often created to be very beautiful, and depending on the author, 

                                                           
23

 Heimskringla: Norrøne tekster og kvad. Ed. Jon Julius Sandal. Eddukvæði: Fáfnismál. (2008). Online Internet. 
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tremendous amounts of time may be put aside to praise their looks, even to an absurd degree. 

It matters little who the woman is otherwise, she might be a skilled warrior, a ruthless villain 

or a helpless princess, but she will always possess some degree of beauty, or at least 

interesting or remarkable looks. This subchapter will deal with the passive beauty, a woman 

who seemingly only exists to be famous for her lovely appearance, and to be a prize for the 

noble hero at the end of his quest. Two different stories will be analyzed: Sleeping Beauty and 

J. R. R. Tolkien‟s The Lord of the Rings. 

The fairytale Sleeping Beauty has already been closely analyzed in this essay in regards to 

the theme of sleep (see previous subchapter), but this time the character‟s beauty is in focus. 

As the title signifies, the character is considered beautiful. In both versions where gift-giving 

fairies are present, Perrault‟s and the Grimm Brothers‟, one of the fairies gives the gift that the 

princess “should be the most beautiful person in the world” (other gifts consist of: the wit of 

an angel, wonderful grace, ability to dance perfectly well, sing like a nightingale, and play all 

kinds of instruments to utmost perfection).
24

 A rather common device to describe beauty of 

any kind, but especially female beauty, is to liken it to features of nature. For example, the 

princess of The Ninth Captain’s Tale is “fair as the rising moon, as pale and delicate as 

moonlight”, has “cheeks with the pallor of jasmine and white roses”, “brows long and black 

like the carob” and “a waist as slim as the jet of a fountain”. The other sleepers‟ beauty might 

not be described in quite as lyrical terms, but it is remarked upon, nonetheless. When the king 

finds the princess in Sun, Moon and Talia, “[c]rying aloud, he beheld her charms and felt his 

blood course hotly through his veins” (this then leads to him raping the sleeping princess, an 

act fitting very poorly with the more romantic latter versions. This can be seen as a warning 

not to be too beautiful, because it might lead to unpleasant things). Perrault‟s princess‟ “bright 

and, in a manner, resplendent beauty, had somewhat in it divine”
25

, and it causes the poor 

prince to tremble and fall to his knees in admiration, and the prince in the Grimm‟s tale 

expresses his amazement by bending down and kissing her.
26

 So women‟s beauty can strike 

men like lightning and cause them to perform more or less morally just actions. When a 

princess needs rescuing, it seems important to emphasize her beauty; perhaps the princes 

might be less inclined to save the damsel if she was cross-eyed or had an unfortunately placed 
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wart on her cheek? Whatever the case, it is clear that the princess‟ only reason for existing in 

the fairytale is to be a beautiful “object” for the prince to rescue. 

Ever since The Lord of the Rings was published for the first time in 1954, critics have 

blamed it for lacking in its gallery of women (only three major characters, and half a dozen 

minor ones), as well as accusing the author of presenting them all as virtual saints. While it is 

true that there aren‟t nearly as many women as men in Tolkien‟s mythology (for example, 

there is only one Dwarf woman, Dís, mentioned by name in all of the written texts), and that 

they do not go into battle (with one obvious exception, see chapter 3 in this essay), they are no 

less important than the men; in fact, they manage to portray themes and aspects of the work 

that men fail to do. 

Among the three female central characters, there is arguably one that best fits into the role 

of famed, passive beauty, and that is the elf-maiden Arwen. She is the daughter of the half-elf 

Elrond, lord of the hidden haven of Imladris, and she is widely considered, by all those who 

have seen her, to be the fairest woman alive. It is said that she walks in the likeness of her 

ancestor Lúthien Tinúviel, considered "the fairest maiden that has ever been among all the 

children of this world. As the stars above the Northern lands was her loveliness, and in her 

face was a shining light".
27

 Arwen has a total of fifteen spoken lines in the entire trilogy, and 

makes very few actual appearances, but through her connection with Aragorn, one of the main 

protagonists, she is always present. The tale of Aragorn and Arwen is not contained fully 

within the books of the trilogy, because Tolkien realized that it would take up unnecessary 

space in the story, so it was removed to one of the Appendices. It tells of how Aragorn first 

saw Arwen in the gardens of her father when he was 20 years old. He was singing a song 

about Lúthien, when before his very eyes appeared a woman "clad in a mantle of silver and 

blue, fair as the twilight in Elven-home; her dark hair strayed in a sudden wind, and her brows 

were bound with gems like stars".
28

 In that moment, love was awakened within his heart, but 

it was not a love that was easily fulfilled. By her father‟s words, Aragorn could not have 

Arwen‟s hand in marriage until he had helped to conquer the Shadow in the East and claim 

his birthright as king of Gondor and Arnor. Thirty years later, the two lovers met by 

happenstance in the golden forests of Lothlórien, and there they plighted their troth. By 
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binding herself to Aragorn, Arwen gave up the immortal life of the Elves, as had been the 

choice of Lúthien who loved the mortal Beren. They were apart for nearly 70 years, Aragorn 

roaming the wilds and fighting the growing enemy, and Arwen looking over him in thought, 

hoping and waiting. At last, when the great enemy was defeated, their wishes were fulfilled 

and they were wedded. This event was not without its sorrows, for in renouncing her 

immortality, Arwen was forever sundered from her family in the West, and the separation 

would last for eternity. They lived together for 120 years, but at last came the time for 

Aragorn to die, and when he was gone, there was no reason for Arwen to remain anymore: 

Then she said farewell to Eldarion, and to her daughters, and to all whom she had loved; 

and she went out from the city of Minas Tirith and passed away to the land of Lórien, and 

dwelt there alone under the fading trees until winter came. Galadriel has passed away and 

Celeborn also was gone, and the land was silent. There at last when the mallorn-leaves 

were falling, but spring had not yet come, she laid herself to rest upon Cerin Amroth; and 

there is her green grave, until the world is changed, and all the days of her life are utterly 

forgotten by men that come after, and elanor and niphredil bloom no more east of the 

Sea.
29

 

It is true that Arwen is a passive character, but at the same time, not taking up arms and 

fighting does not always have to equal passivity, and through this Arwen becomes a symbol 

of healing and support, as are many other “passive” characters in Tolkien‟s work. The greatest 

influence is seen on Aragorn‟s character; it is through the love they share that he finds the 

strength to fight. When the Fellowship rest in Lothlórien, the memory of when he and Arwen 

were together there brings solace and comfort to the man, and when everything seems dark, 

Aragorn‟s kinsmen arrive, carrying the banner of the king of Gondor and Arnor that Arwen 

has made for him, along with the words: “‟The days now are short. Either our hope cometh, or 

all hopes end. Therefore I send thee what I have made for thee. Fare well, Elfstone.‟”
30

 But it 

is not only Aragorn that benefits from her help, she also aids in Frodo‟s healing, after the little 

hobbit has succeeded in destroying the One Ring:  

 

But the Queen Arwen said: [...] „But in my stead you shall go, Ring-bearer, when the time 

comes, and if you then desire it. If your hurts grieve you still and the memory of your 
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burden is heavy, then you may pass into the West, until all your wounds and weariness are 

healed. But wear this in memory of Elfstone and Evenstar with whom your life has been 

woven!‟ And she took a white gem like a star that lay upon her breast hanging upon a 

silver chain, and she set the chain about Frodo's neck. „When the memory of the fear and 

the darkness troubles you,” she said, “this will bring you aid.‟
31

 

 

Arwen is, like the princess in Sleeping Beauty, famous for her appearance, and she is a 

reward for the hero when his quest is complete, but there are also differences to the two 

women. They might belong to the same spectrum, but they are different shades of the passive 

beauty, just like there is a difference between the princess and Brynhild when it comes to the 

passive sleeper. Arwen may not accomplish much in the way of heroic deeds, but through her 

quiet presence, the active characters are strengthened in their tasks. 
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3.  Dangerous power 

 

This chapter will deal with the active female role in fantasy, and mainly study the cases where 

women are not considered to be entirely equal to men; rather they have to fight and stand up 

to social prejudice and stereotyping to get what they want. It will also examine how women in 

power are perceived, the fear and respect they invoke in others. 

 

3.1 The threat of female strength 

 

In order to maintain the balance between men and women in fantasy, it is important to include 

female characters, and not only weak damsels and princesses, but preferably also some 

women of substance and power. At first glance most of these women may not be as powerful 

and strong as their male counterparts, but that depends greatly on what level of strength one 

assigns to a specific kind of power. Generally power in a patriarchal society is associated with 

physical strength or magical skill, and because of that it is men who are often given such 

attributes. When women are placed in such roles, they are often viewed with fear and mistrust 

by the society they live in. The powerful and potentially dangerous women analyzed in this 

chapter are Galadriel from J. R. R. Tolkien‟s The Lord of the Rings and Alanna of Trebond 

from Tamora Pierce‟s Song of the Lioness. 

Galadriel, Lady of Light of the realm of Lothlórien, was one of the author‟s own favourite 

characters, and many critics have seen parallels between the elf and the Virgin Mary (these 

are often critics who base their research of the novel on Tolkien being a Roman Catholic)
32

. 

There is not very much of her within the pages of the Lord of the Rings, but much of her 

earlier history can be found in the Silmarillion and Unfinished Tales. Galadriel was born in 

Valinor, the Valar‟s (Gods) blessed land in the West, and her blood was of that of the very 

noblest families. Her father was Finarfin, third son of King Finwë, ruler of the Noldorin 

Elves, and her mother was Eärwen, the only daughter of King Olwë of the Teleri. She was 

also connected to the third of the Elven kindreds, the Vanyar, from her paternal grandmother 

Indis. In her youth she won great renown, for she was as tall and strong as the greatest of the 

Elven athletes, and her mind and will was of a power and sharpness to equal their greatest lore 

masters. But, apart from this, she was famous for her beauty. Her hair especially was 

considered a marvel, because it was the bright golden hair of her father and Vanya 
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grandmother, but it also held some memory of her mother‟s brilliant silver, “and the Eldar 

said that the light of the Two Trees, Laurelin and Telperion, had been snared in her tresses”.
33

 

It was probably by studying her hair that Fëanor, her uncle and the greatest craftsman among 

the Noldor, got the idea to create the Silmarils, jewels of unsurpassed beauty and radiance 

around which the Quenta Silmarillion, one of Tolkien‟s most well-known stories, centres.  

After Galadriel was born, disaster struck Valinor when Melkor, the fallen God, destroyed 

the Two Trees and threw the world into utter darkness. In the process, the Silmarils were 

stolen and King Finwë was killed, and in his mad yearning to avenge his father and reclaim 

his jewels, Fëanor, together with his seven sons, rebelled against the Valar and left Valinor for 

Middle-Earth. Many Elves went with them, among them most of the Noldorin princes, and 

Galadriel eagerly accompanied her brothers and cousins. Even though she highly disliked 

Fëanor, for with her gift of insight into the minds of others she had seen the darkness in his 

soul, his words had awakened a yearning in her to see other places and rule over a realm of 

her own. So over Helcaraxë, the Grinding Ice that crushed many of their people, Galadriel 

came to Middle-Earth. She did not have a land of her own in those early days, but stayed most 

often with her brother, Finrod Felagund, in his kingdom Nargothrond, until she came to 

Doriath. That mighty realm was ruled by King Thingol, brother of her grandfather, Olwë of 

Alqualondë, and his Queen, Melian (they were the parents of Lúthien Tinúviel mentioned in 

chapter 2). Here she stayed for a long time, learning much lore and wisdom from Melian (who 

was a Maia, a divine order only one step below the Valar). It was also here that she met 

Celeborn, a kinsman of Thingol, with whom she married.  

When all the Elven realms had been destroyed in the Wars of Beleriand between the 

Forces of Light and Melkor and his armies, Galadriel and Celeborn travelled to Lindon. 

Galadriel was too proud to seek the pardon that the Valar granted to the rebellious Noldor 

who had fought against Melkor, even if it had applied to her, which, as the only remaining 

leader of the rebellion, it did not, and it would take two more ages before she was finally able 

to accept the pardon when it was offered to her. The couple first ruled the small fiefdom of 

Harlindon under King Gil-Galad, then moved on to rule the Noldorin kingdom of Eregion, 

before finally settling down as ruling lord and lady over the small forest kingdom of 

Lothlórien after it lost its king. It was during this time that the great smiths of Eregion, lead by 

Celebrimbor, a grandson of Fëanor, created the Rings of Power with the help of the 

mysterious Annatar. This Annatar was in fact none other than Sauron, the dark antagonist in 
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the Lord of the Rings, and it was by the knowledge he stole from the Elven smiths that he was 

able to create the One Ring. In order to protect the Three, the rings of the Elves, Celebrimbor 

gave one, Nenya, to Galadriel for safekeeping. The main power of Nenya was its ability to 

preserve and protect, and possibly also conceal things from evil, and these Galadriel used to 

make sure that Lothlórien could resist Sauron. But carrying the ring had its drawbacks, 

because it increased Galadriel‟s longing for the Sea and a possible return to Valinor. 

Galadriel aided the Fellowship when they came into her land after losing Gandalf in the 

dark mines of Moria, and she gave them not only time to rest and words of wisdom, but also 

presented gifts to each member. After the Fellowship left, Lothlórien was attacked three times 

by forces from Sauron‟s old stronghold Dol Guldur in Mirkwood, but, because it was 

protected by the powers of Nenya, the land would not have fallen for anything less than 

Sauron himself appearing. After that, Celeborn led a force against Dol Guldur, and after the 

enemy was defeated, Galadriel “threw down its walls and laid bare its pits”
34

. A few years 

after the War of the Ring was over, Galadriel took ship with the other Ringbearers and 

returned to Valinor.
35

 

It is obvious that Galadriel is a woman of remarkable power, and a person who Sauron 

perceive as one of his greatest enemies. As she says to Frodo:  

 

“But do not think that only by singing amid the trees, nor even by the slender arrows of 

elven-bows, is this land of Lothlórien maintained and defended against its Enemy. I say to 

you, Frodo, that even as I speak to you, I perceive the Dark Lord and know his mind, or all 

of his mind that concerns the Elves. And he gropes ever to see me and my thought. But still 

the door is closed!”
36

 

 

Other people, lesser than the dark Maia, are scared or uneasy about the lady‟s reputation. 

When the Fellowship is left alone in Lórien, Boromir warns Frodo about her by saying: 

“Well, have a care! […] I do not feel too sure about this Elvish lady and her purpose”.
37

 And 

when Aragorn, Legolas and Gimli encounter Éomer and his riders on the plains of Rohan, he 

immediately becomes suspicious when he hears that they come from Lothlórien: “The Rider 

looked at them with renewed wonder, but his eyes hardened. „Then there is a Lady in the 

Golden Wood, as old tales tell!‟ he said. „Few escape her nets, they say. These are strange 
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days! But if you have her favour, then you also are net-weavers and sorcerers, maybe.‟”
38

 

This is the common view of Galadriel among the mortals presented (if they know anything 

about her at all): to them she is a dangerous and calculating sorceress, from whose nets it is 

impossible to escape. This is probably in part due to her being an Elf, a race that by the Third 

Age had very little contact with humans, which led to them being regarded with fear and awe, 

as something not altogether natural, something more out of fairytales than belonging to the 

green earth. But the Rohirrim also had one story preserved among their accounts of the past in 

which the land of Lothlórien was seen as somewhat of an ally, and the Lady residing there as 

a benefactor. It is only a very brief note, about when their first king, Eorl the Young, led his 

men to Gondor‟s aid in the year 2510 of the Third Age: 

 

That same year, Eorl the Young led his Riders out of the North to the aid of Gondor at the 

Battle of the Field of Celebrant. As they came southward, a dark shadow seemed to flow 

from Dol Guldur, but then a white mist emerged from Lothlórien and drove back the 

shadow. Eorl and his Riders were hidden in the mist and continued safely on their way. By 

this sign, it was thought that they had the support of the Lady of the Golden Wood.
39

 

 

It is possible that this white mist coming from the Golden Wood is a manifestation of the 

powers of Nenya. In any way, it was quite possible that this story of the Lady‟s aid had been 

forgotten by most of the Rohirrim by the end of the Third Age, so that only fairytales 

remained about the wood and its mysterious ruler. 

There is a great difference between the young Galadriel who set out from Valinor in the 

hope of finding honour and glory and a land of her own to rule, and the Galadriel that we 

meet in the Lord of the Rings. This can be ascribed to the fact that, having lived for nearly 

8.600 years (based on dates given in Morgoth’s Ring
40

), she has acquired great wisdom, and 

the heat of her youth has cooled considerably. Nowhere is this clearer than when Frodo offers 

her the One Ring. She is seriously tempted, and tells the hobbit that she has often thought 

what she would do if she had the Ring within her grasp. But no matter how much she desires 

the power, she knows that it would only turn her into another enemy, a Dark Queen instead of 
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a Lord, beautiful and terrible beyond compare, and at last she is able to reject it, to completely 

cast aside her youth‟s dreams of might and power. 

In summarizing Galadriel‟s character, she is indeed dangerous and powerful, but that is not 

so much based on her position as a powerful woman as it is a part of her character, something 

that would be true even if she was a man. Ordinary people‟s fear of her is more based on 

muddled stories than actual facts, and the caution felt by Sauron and his cohorts is justified. 

The other powerful female is a woman of a less supernatural kind, but that does not mean 

that she is free from people‟s superstitions and prejudice. The character of Alanna of Trebond 

is a clear reaction to the classical nice and quiet princess, something that will also be 

discussed subsequently. Refusing to go to the convent and become a proper lady, at 11 she 

changes place with her twin brother Thom and, disguised as a boy, she goes to become a page 

and eventually a knight. However, life in the royal castle is far from easy, especially when 

you are a young girl pretending to be a boy. Even though Alanna is able to find supportive 

friends in the Crown Prince Jonathan and his companions Gareth, Raoul and Alexander, there 

are also those who hold her ill will. Chief of these is Ralon of Malven, an arrogant bully who 

targets Alanna for being small and sticking up to him. For this “impertinence”, Alanna gets 

beaten bloody several times and receives a broken arm, but stubborn and firmly decided to not 

be labelled a snitch, she refuses to tell anyone what has happened, and instead goes to her 

close friend George, the King of Thieves, and asks him to teach her how to fight with knives 

or bare hands. Through hard training and great determination, Alanna is finally able to beat 

Ralon on her own terms, and he leaves the castle. 

Alanna, over the course of the series, not only becomes one of the best fighters in the land, 

but also comes to terms with her innate magical ability. Both Alanna and her twin possess 

very strong magical gifts, their views on which, however, are vastly different. Thom wants 

nothing more than to be a powerful magician, while Alanna is afraid to use her gift at all, 

perhaps coloured by her father‟s order that neither he nor his children would ever use their 

magic after his wife died in childbirth. Slowly Alanna begins to trust her own grasp of the 

magic, and uses it, among other things, to save the prince from the Sweating Sickness. 

At 13, Alanna helps Jonathan defeat the Ysandir, powerful magical beings, and 

simultaneously the prince finds out that she is in fact a girl, something that she had revealed to 

George almost a year earlier. After the fight, Alanna becomes Jonathan‟s squire when he 

passes the Ordeal of Knighthood.
41

 From there on until she turns 18, Alanna‟s life focuses not 
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only on her lessons as a squire, but also on the war that arises between Tortall and the 

neighbouring kingdom Tusaine, the awakening love-triangle between her, George and 

Jonathan, and the enmity and intense mistrust she harbours for Jonathan‟s cousin, the 

powerful magician Roger of Conté. 

 During the war, Alanna does much to ruin the Tusaines‟ plans, and saves Jonathan‟s life 

on at least one occasion, and because of that she gets kidnapped and brought to the enemy 

leaders, but Jonathan and her other friends arrive in time to rescue her. It is during the war 

that Jonathan first begins to have romantic feelings for Alanna, they share their first kiss 

shortly before she is kidnapped, and become sexually involved a year after. All the while 

George is hovering in the background, telling Alanna that he will always be there, waiting for 

her. 

Alanna‟s archenemy is the charismatic duke Roger of Conté, second in line to the throne of 

Tortall. He first arrives in the city after Alanna saves Jonathan from the Sweating Sickness, 

summoned by his uncle the king to teach the Gifted pages and squires how to use their ability. 

Despite his good looks and pleasant behaviour, Alanna immediately distrusts him, but none 

apart from George and Thom listen to her worries. Unbeknownst to anyone, Roger plots to 

murder the royal family and claim the throne for himself, and Alanna is one of the obstacles 

standing in his way. Being a high-ranking magician, he is always on the look-out for those 

whose magical ability might be stronger than his, and Alanna and Thom, even more powerful 

than his sister and quickly climbing through the ranks to become a master magician, are 

definitely threats to him. When that is added to Alanna‟s mastery of the sword, her 

unflinching loyalty towards Jonathan, and the obvious mistrust she has for Roger, it is 

completely clear to him that she has to be eliminated: 

 

It was a pawn. The magician smiled ironically; before the Black City he had thought Alan 

of Trebond was a pawn. A Gifted, athletic pawn, but a pawn nevertheless; a pawn who 

could be moved around by Roger. The Black City – and tonight‟s bout with Dain – had 

taught him differently. Alan of Trebond was dangerous.
42

 

 

Roger does everything in his power to get Alanna out of the way: he sends a magical boar to 

kill her when she is alone in the woods, and later on he sends enchanted wolves to attack her. 

His squire Alex, once Alanna‟s friend, nearly kills her in a duel, and when Alex dares her to 
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skate on the frozen lake she is close to drowning. Finally, when she has turned 18 and passed 

the Ordeal of Knighthood, she finds enough evidence (in the form of voodoo-dolls in the 

likeness of the royal family and their closest friends) to openly accuse him, and in his rage 

Roger challenges her to a duel. It is only because of her own skill with the sword and the 

favour of the Great Mother Goddess, her patron, that she is able to defeat and kill Roger, but 

not before he has managed to reveal the secret of her sex to the entire court, accidentally 

slicing through the corset she wears to disguise her breasts. Preferring to get away from the 

capital for a while, unsure about what reactions she might face with having deceived everyone 

around her for 8 years and killing the king‟s nephew, she heads South in search of 

adventure.
43

 

 While crossing through the Southern Desert, Alanna encounters some members of a 

Bazhir tribe called the Bloody Hawk and she, more or less willingly, follows with them to 

their camp. The tribe, not overly friendly with the Northern king (the king of Tortall) who 

claims lordship over them, discuss amongst themselves whether to kill Alanna and her 

manservant Coram for trespassing on their land or to allow them to live, because of Alanna‟s 

legendary status among the Bazhir tribes for killing the Ysandir. The man who argues most 

vehemently against her is the tribe‟s shaman, a man called Akhnan Ibn Nazzir, saying that by 

the way she acts and dresses, she is mocking the Gods. When Alanna is accepted into the 

tribe, after duelling with one of the tribesmen, she tries to make peace with the shaman, but he 

blithely refuses: “„Unnatural woman!‟ he snarled. „The Balance will never be right as long as 

you act like a man!‟ He glared at the now-silent Bazhir. „Our tribe will suffer until this she-

demon is cast out!‟ Gathering his burnoose around himself, he stalked off.”
44

 Ibn Nazzir 

works tirelessly to convince the other tribe members that Alanna has to be killed, saying that 

she has stolen the souls of the tribe leader and the Voice (a man who acts as a divine 

spokesperson for the Bazhir tribes) and is corrupting the children with her strange ways.  He 

tries to kill her on several occasions, resorting to magic far beyond his control, and finally 

attacks her with a magical and powerfully evil crystal sword. Alanna grapples with him, and 

in trying to kill her, the shaman draws upon his own life-force to control the sword, and ends 

up killing himself. Because of this, Alanna is required to become the tribe‟s new shaman, and 
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over time the members learn that women are in fact equal to men, and that a woman of power 

is no more dangerous than a man in the same position.
45

 

Among the people who specifically oppose Alanna, most of them do it based on their fear 

of her power as an individual, not a woman. However, there is in truth only one of these 

antagonists who is actually aware of her being a woman, and that is Ibn Nazzir. Therefore it is 

difficult to determine whether or not their antagonism would have been equally strong if she 

had openly been a woman the entire time. In the last novel in the series, Lioness Rampant, 

both Roger of Conté and Ralon of Malven return (the former reanimated by Alanna‟s twin 

Thom, and the latter as the scarred thief Claw, eager to get revenge on Alanna and kill George 

for the throne of the King of Thieves), and they renew their animosity towards her, regardless 

of her being a woman.
46

 The only person who openly hates her first and foremost for being a 

powerful woman is Ibn Nazzir, and that hate is mainly founded on his deeply rooted prejudice 

and contempt for women (which is strong because the Bazhir tribes are highly patriarchal, 

with women perceived as the weaker sex). 

In conclusion, looking at these two novels featuring powerful women, it is difficult to 

clearly state that the hate and fear they face is based on them being women. More likely it is 

primarily because of them being in possession of great power; however, it is possible that the 

negative feelings are added to by the fact that they are women, something that people in 

prejudiced societies might feel uneasy about and have a hard time accepting.  

 

3.2 Rebellion in disguise 

 

In response to the passive princesses of fairytales and many fantasy novels, some authors have 

created female protagonists that are the complete opposite, something that in fandom has been 

dubbed the “rebellious princess syndrome” (symptoms include: refusing to act “ladylike” and 

a strong aversion to wearing dresses, abhorring her exalted social status, possibly running 

away to get a new life and/or in order to get away from an arranged marriage). But there is 

more to the strong and rebellious fantasy woman than simply being a dissatisfied princess; she 

can be of any social status, but what they all have in common is their will to stand up against 

society and refuse to adhere to its stereotypes. Another way of rebellion for some fictional 

women is to disguise themselves as men in order to be allowed entrance into the “superior”, 
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male world (a trick that also has been used by other fictional women, such as Portia from 

William Shakespeare‟s The Merchant of Venice). The characters that will be analyzed in this 

subchapter are Éowyn from J. R. R. Tolkien‟s The Lord of the Rings, Alanna of Trebond from 

Tamora Pierce‟s Song of the Lioness and Cimorene from Patricia Wrede‟s The Enchanted 

Forest Chronicles. 

The novels by Patricia Wrede offer a new take on traditional fairytale themes, such as the 

beautiful princess being captured by a dragon and saved by a valiant knight, along with giants, 

witches, talking cats and enchanted forests. The protagonist in the first instalment of the 

series, Dealing with Dragons, is the princess Cimorene of the prosperous kingdom 

Linderwall. The problem with Cimorene, according to everyone around her, is that she simply 

is nothing like a princess ought to be. She is the youngest of seven daughters, of which the six 

oldest are all beautiful, sweet, petite and suitably empty-headed with long golden hair. 

Cimorene, on the other hand, though she is pretty, has black hair in long braids, is tall enough 

to look most men straight in the eye (when standard princess height should be just tall enough 

“to gaze up at him [the prince] becomingly through her lashes”
47

) and incredibly strong-

minded (that is what people say when they are being polite, otherwise she is “as stubborn as a 

pig”
48

). On top of all that, she can think of nothing more boring than her princess lessons in 

dancing, embroidery, drawing and etiquette (which, among other things, teaches a princess 

exactly how loudly she is allowed to scream while being carried off by a giant). Instead, she 

secretly bullies various members of the court into teaching her fencing, magic, Latin, cooking, 

economics and juggling. This turns into a private war between Cimorene and her parents, with 

them discovering her private lessons and cancelling them, and Cimorene promptly taking up 

something else. 

Enough is enough, however, when Cimorene finds herself engaged to the prince from the 

neighbouring kingdom, a young man who is little else besides handsome. Taking advice from 

a rather intelligent talking frog, she finds herself in the presence of several dragons, who, after 

having listened to her story, discuss whether or not to eat her. Not being overly fond of the 

idea, Cimorene suggests that she could become princess to one of the dragons and take care of 

the household, thus saving the dragon the trouble of actually having to go out and kidnap an 

unwilling princess and have to fight with the princes that inexorably show up to save her. 
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Luckily, the high-standing and bright dragon Kazul takes her up on her offer, and the two 

strike up an easy friendship: 

 

“No proper princess would come out looking for dragons,” Woraug objected. 

“Well, I‟m not a proper princess, then” Cimorene snapped. “I make cherries jubilee, and I 

volunteer for dragons, and I conjugate Latin verbs – or at least I would if anyone would let 

me. So there!”[...] 

“You see?” Woraug said. “Who would want an improper princess?” 

“I would,” Kazul said. 

“You can‟t be serious, Kazul,” Woraug said irritably. “Why?” 

“I like cherries jubilee,” Kazul replied, still watching Cimorene. “And I like the look of 

her. Besides, the Latin scrolls in my library need cataloguing, and if I can‟t find someone 

who knows a little of the language, I‟ll have to do it myself.”[...] 

Woraug snorted “Latin and cherries jubilee! And for that you‟d take on a black-haired, 

snippy little...” 

“I‟ll thank you to be polite when you‟re discussing my princess,” Kazul said, and smiled 

fiercely.
49

 

 

The people around Cimorene find it very difficult to understand her, and most of them 

(such as her other fellow captive princesses, except for the surprisingly bright girl Alianora) 

cannot for the life of them figure out why anyone would want to do things differently from 

how they are supposed to be done. This is something, however, that Cimorene also uses to her 

advantage in trying to outsmart her various opponents (most often nosy wizards looking for 

world-domination, equally nosy dragons who are just waiting for her to do something wrong, 

and obnoxious knights who try to save her all the time), at times when playing stupid works to 

hide her real intentions. This is shown brilliantly when two wizards show up at Kazul‟s cave, 

snooping around for things the dragons do not want them to know, and Cimorene fools them 

completely with her act: 

 

“I must not have heard you right away,” Cimorene said, batting her eyes innocently, the 

way her next youngest sister did whenever she had done something particularly foolish.[...] 
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“Oh, dear, I don‟t know,” Cimorene said, doing her best to imitate the way her eldest sister 

behaved whenever anyone wanted her to decide anything. “It sounds very nice, but Kazul 

is so picky about where things go and how things are done...No, I couldn‟t, I simply 

couldn’t let you do anything like that without asking Kazul first.” [...] 

“I don‟t know,” Cimorene said, wrinkling up her forehead the way her third-from-eldest 

sister did whenever she was puzzled (which was often).
50

  

 

By succeeding in stopping the wizards, and installing Kazul as King of the Dragons (being 

Queen is a very boring job, apparently)
51

, Cimorene shows the sticklers of old ways that a 

princess does not always have to be proper, and as long as you follow your own heart and 

mind, happiness can be yours. 

The second character, and the first to display the theme of disguise, is Alanna from Tamora 

Pierce‟s Song of the Lioness. The theme of her female strength has been previously analyzed 

(in subchapter 3.1), and then was briefly mentioned that she lived as a boy for 8 years. More 

closely resembling a “tomboy” than a “girly girl”, Alanna is put out by society‟s prejudiced 

view of women, and she is determined to become the first female knight in a hundred years. 

But being a boy in a girl‟s body is far from easy. Not only does she have to do everything in 

her power to keep the people around her from discovering her real sex, she also has to learn 

how to act like a boy (something that causes even more trouble when, at 16, she realises that 

she wants to learn how to be a lady as well: “‟It‟s going to be as hard to learn to be a girl as it 

was to learn to be a boy.‟ „Harder,‟ the woman said, putting the tea on. „Most girls don‟t have 

to unlearn being a boy.‟”
52

).  

However, there are things that not even Alanna, stubborn as she is, can change in regards 

to her gender, and this becomes startlingly obvious when she enters puberty:  

 

Suddenly she froze before her long mirror. Watching the glass closely, she bounced up and 

down. Her chest moved. It wasn‟t much, but she had definitely jiggled. Over the winter her 

breasts had gotten larger. 

“Coram!” she yelled, her eyes stinging with tears of fury. [...] 

“Ye‟re turnin‟ into a woman, aren‟t ye?” he asked from the other side of the screen. 
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“No!” she exclaimed. 

“Lass, it‟s hardly somethin‟ ye c‟n change. Ye‟re born with it – “ 

Alanna stepped from behind the screen. Her eyes were red and swollen. If she had been 

crying, Coram knew better than to mention it. “Maybe I was born that way, but I don‟t 

have to put up with it!” 

He looked at her with alarm. “Lass, ye‟ve got to accept who ye are,” he protested. “Ye can 

be a woman and still be a warrior.” [...] “Alanna, child, ye‟ll be happy only when ye learn 

t‟live with who ye are.”
53

 

 

The main problem for Alanna with becoming a woman is not so much the added obstacles 

they present when she tries to hide her sex, but the feeling of helplessness and anger she feels 

over her body doing things she does not want it to do. On top of that, it reminds her again and 

again of what she has been taught all her life, that women are weaker and inferior to men and 

therefore unable to do the same things. That is why she reacts so strongly to her breasts 

growing, just as she does when she, entirely unexpectedly, gets her period for the first time: 

 

She got out of bed – and gasped in horror to find her thighs and sheets smeared with blood. 

[...] 

“You may as well get used to it.” 

“No!” Alanna cried, jumping to her feet. “I won‟t let it!” 

Again Mistress Cooper raised her eyebrows. “You‟re a female, child, no matter what 

clothing you wear. You must become accustomed to that.” 

“Why?” Alanna demanded. “I have the Gift. I‟ll change it! I‟ll – “ 

“Nonsense!” the woman snapped. “You cannot use your Gift to change what the gods have 

willed for you, and you would be foolish to try! The gods willed you to be female and 

small and red-headed, and obviously silly as well...” [...] 

“Listen to me. Your place in life you can always change, whether you have the Gift or not. 

But you cannot change what the gods have made you. The sooner you accept that, the 

happier you will be.”
54

  

 

It takes a long time for Alanna to finally accept who and what she is and stop fighting 

against it, but once she has reached that level of contentedness, it does not matter what people 
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think or say about her (not even when Jonathan, angry over her refusal to marry him, blames 

her for not being a true woman and not behaving like a true woman should), because she 

knows that she is just as good as anyone else, and with that knowledge comes peace. 

The third and last character is also highly discontented with her life and place as a woman, 

but it causes her to go to more extreme lengths than Alanna. Éowyn, when she first appears in 

The Two Towers, is a young woman of 24. She is the niece of Théoden King of Rohan, his 

sister Théodwyn‟s daughter with her husband Éomund. Called the White Lady of Rohan, she 

takes care of Théoden when his mind has been enchanted by Gríma, servant of the traitorous 

wizard Saruman. Already when Aragorn and his companions encounter Éowyn, she is bitter 

and hateful of her life. Living in a patriarchal society where power is measured mostly in 

physical strength and skill in battle, Éowyn is captured in the role of a woman. She feels that 

the honour and renown she is looking for cannot be achieved through the actions she is given 

to perform. As Gandalf says to Éomer, her brother: 

 

„My friend,‟ said Gandalf, „you had horses, and deeds of arms, and the free fields; but she, 

born in the body of a maid, had a spirit and courage at least the match of yours. Yet she 

was doomed to wait upon an old man, whom she loved like a father, and watch him falling 

into a mean dishonoured dotage; and her part seemed to her more ignoble than that of the 

staff he leaned on.‟
55

  

 

It is the fear of not being remembered for her actions that drives Éowyn the most, the will 

to prove that she has the same valour as any man, and also the will to escape from the chains 

society seeks to place upon her. That is why she falls in love with Aragorn; in becoming his 

queen she believes that she will stand above the roles of society. As Aragorn says to Éomer: 

“[I]n me she loves only a shadow and a thought: a hope of glory and great deeds, and lands 

far from the fields of Rohan”. In one way, it can be said that it is the shadow in Éowyn‟s soul, 

the shadow of vanity and pride, that causes her to be attracted to the shadow she sees in 

Aragorn. This also makes her more of a complete character, because even though she stands 

on the side of good, there are also less desirable traits to her character that she has to come to 

terms with. 

Éowyn is constantly rebelling against female roles, and on several occasions she points out 

that she is much more than a “mere” woman. Given the society in which she has been raised, 
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she sees little honour in performing “female” tasks, and feels that no deed is valiant unless it 

is praised in song and story: 

 

And she answered: „All your words are but to say: you are a woman, and you part is in the 

house. But when the men have died in battle and honour, you have leave to be burned in 

the house, for the men will need it no more. But I am of the House of Eorl and not a 

serving-woman. I can ride and wield blade, and I do not fear either pain or death.‟ 

„What do you fear, lady,‟ he asked. 

„A cage,‟ she said. „To stay behind bars, until use and old age accept them, and all chance 

of doing great deeds are gone beyond recall or desire.‟
56

 

 

It is glory in battle and perhaps, as many modern critics have stated, her unrequited love 

for Aragorn, that drives Éowyn into joining the Rohirrim when they ride to help defend Minas 

Tirith. Regardless of her motivation, she has lost any desire to live, thinking that there is no 

way for her to achieve that which she longs for in life, and so the last resort is to seek it by 

death. That is what Merry sees when he meets the gaze of a young Rider: “it came suddenly to 

him that it was the face of one without hope who goes in search of death”.
57

 The young 

“man”, Dernhelm, offers to take Merry on his horse when the hobbit is ordered to stay behind, 

seeing in him the same wild desire to prove himself and fight for that which he loves. And so 

it happens that, in the heat of the great battle, when the Witchking of Angmar astride his fell-

beast prepares to strike at the dying Théoden, Dernhelm steps between them, determined and 

fearless, crying for the lord he loved like a father: 

 

„Hinder me? Thou fool. No living man may hinder me!‟ Then Merry heard of all sounds in 

that hour the strangest. It seemed that Dernhelm laughed, and the clear voice was like the 

ring of steel. „But no living man am I! You look upon a woman. Éowyn I am, Éomund‟s 

daughter. You stand between me and my lord and kin. Begone, if you be not deathless! For 

living or dark undead, I will smite you, if you touch him.‟
58

 

 

Éowyn manages to kill the fell-beast with one strike, but the Witchking strikes her to the 

ground with a terrible blow of his mace, shattering her shield and the arm beneath it, and is 
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just about to strike the killing blow, when Merry appears from behind and pierces the back of 

his knee, giving Éowyn the time to struggle up and stab her sword into her enemy‟s throat. 

Through this she fulfilled a thousand-year-old prophecy that stated “Far off yet is his [the 

Witchking‟s] doom, and not by the hand of man will he fall”
59

; proving that the field of battle 

is not the sole province of men. The fact that she, long before riding into battle, is several 

times depicted as a warrior, shows that there is no need to “transform” her into a man to bring 

out the warrior within her, but that in the kind of society she lives in, at the time it was 

necessary to disguise her gender in order to give her a chance to prove herself. 

 Her brother finds her motionless on the ground, and, believing her dead, he goes berserk, 

mad with grief, and Éowyn is brought to the city. It is only just in time that it is discovered 

that she is alive, and in the Houses of Healing her body is tended to, but no one is able to 

wake her from the sleep of deadly darkness that has claimed her, as well as Merry and 

Faramir (brother of Boromir, and the new Steward of Gondor). Aragorn comes, and is with 

the help of the athelas plant able to bring the three back to life. When Éowyn awakens, 

however, she is in the same bleak and depressed mood as before, thinking little of the fact that 

she has killed one of the mightiest of Sauron‟s pawns, and only wishing to take to the field 

once more. Even though she has proved herself by the male standards of her society, she still 

sees them as the ultimate measurement of power, and as such she cannot stop trying to reach 

new heights. ”„To health?‟ said Éowyn. „It may be so. At least while there is an empty saddle 

of some fallen Rider that I can fill, and there are deeds to do. But to hope? I do not know.‟”
60

 

It is only when Éowyn is left behind to recover from her injuries when the Host of the 

West marches against Mordor that she is finally able to start healing within. Through Faramir, 

a person who has suffered just as much from the patriarchal society as she has, through not 

being the “typical” warrior that his brother Boromir always was, she is able to cast aside and 

see beyond all that she wrongly believed in before. Many critics (e.g. Candice Fredrick and 

Sam McBride) have looked negatively on Éowyn falling in love with and marrying Faramir, 

mainly based on the following quotes: “The the heart of Éowyn changed, or else at last she 

understood it. And suddenly her winter passed, and the sun shone on her. [...] „I will be a 

shieldmaiden no longer, nor vie with the great Riders, nor take joy only in the songs of 

slaying. I will be a healer, and love all things that grow and are not barren. [...] No longer do I 
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desire to be a queen‟”
61

 The critics say that this shows Éowyn as surrendering to the female 

roles of her society, that she is giving up everything that she has fought for in order to marry 

the man she loves.
62

 That is a too superficial reading of the text, however. In accepting 

Faramir, she is not making herself smaller, but has instead started to see and value the things 

that are important to life: healing, peace and preservation, as opposed to fighting and 

destroying. Neither is Faramir seeking to oppress her or clip her wings. He sees her as an 

equal, and also understands and accepts the shadow within her. He shows her the vanity in 

striving for glory and power, and unlike Aragorn, who pities her for this desire and the fact 

that she, as a woman, was excluded from using her great skill in battle, Faramir does not pity 

her weaknesses, but rather shows them to her, as well as offering a way for her to reach her 

true potential. “‟But I do not offer you my pity. For you are a lady high and valiant and have 

yourself won renown that shall not be forgotten‟”.
63

 By his words, Éowyn finds what it is that 

her heart has been looking for all along, but was unable to see before, and therefore there is no 

need for her to become a queen anymore. 

In conclusion, the rebellious women of these novels are limited by the views of the 

societies they live in, but that does not mean that they will sit by in silence and accept their 

situation. Through manipulation and willpower they are able to accomplish their goals and 

reveal to all that gender is not a hindrance to do the things you desire to do, and that in staring 

blindly at what is considered “proper” you might entirely miss what is right. 
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Summary & Conclusion 

 

This essay has examined passive and more active female roles in different texts: fantasy 

novels, fantastical-epic tales and fairytales. The first chapter presented a brief history of the 

fantasy genre and fairytales from ancient time to present day. The second chapter analyzed the 

more passive female stereotypes, and was divided into two subchapters, presenting the themes 

of sleep as a manner of captivity and passivity, and of the woman as a beautiful prize for the 

male hero. The third chapter analyzed the more active female roles, with two subchapters 

displaying the themes of powerful women being perceived as dangerous, and women 

rebelling against oppressive patriarchal societies and disguising themselves as men to get 

what they want. 

There is much to learn from these texts, both in application to real life and as things that 

writers of all kinds of fiction would do well to think of. Much of it has to do with achieving 

perfect balance. States of being do not always have to be constant, and so it is not set in stone 

that a passive person always has to be passive, and an active person does not always have to 

be the driving force at the forefront. Passive and active characters also serve to complement 

each other, with passive characters giving support of a kind that cannot be measured in power 

or strength. In that sense, one cannot say that being passive is better than being active, or the 

other way around, as long as neither one is drawn to the extreme. Furthermore, it is of equal 

importance to have a balance between male and female, and for all groups, whether based on 

race, sexuality, religion or colour, to face each other with respect and realize that we are all 

equal. If there is something that you see as wrong, the only way for other people to see it as 

well is if you have the courage to stand up and state your opinion. Moreover, it is also 

important to realize that qualities are not black and white, every person is complex, with both 

strengths and weaknesses, and that is vital to have in mind if you want to avoid prejudice. 

Something that should always be remembered: the only way to find true happiness is for you 

to be content with yourself.  

Naturally, all of these words of wisdom written out plainly and simply will sound 

repetitive and moralistic, but it goes to show that even something as clichéd as literary 

stereotypes can hold something of life‟s wisdom. 

In conclusion, through analyzing the active and passive themes, this essay has discovered 

that the passive themes, in a way, are more “obvious”. Even though all themes, e.g. sleep, 

appear on different levels (for example the differences between the passivity of the characters 

Sleeping Beauty and Brynhild), it is still easier to see that the sleep is a sign of passivity, than 
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to definitively state that the fear characters have of powerful women such as Galadriel is due 

to her being a woman in power, rather than simply being powerful. This makes it difficult to 

determine whether or not a fictional character exists within the bounds of a certain stereotype. 

As with everything, it is easier to state that a character may portray certain traits of a 

stereotype, and to conclude that stereotypes exist, for better or for worse.     
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